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About This Game
Anguished is a horror-psychological rpg type. You will play as a man of unknown age or origin waking up in a place, not
knowing how you got there or what exactly is ,,there" . You will solve different puzzles, run from darkness and try to find the
truth behind this weird place, all of that while trying to not die from the different traps and monsters. The more you advance in
story the harder it will be and more death traps will await you.
Discover memories and collect them to discover the truth behind the place.
Features:
1) Retro Graphics
The game features pixelated graphics to give you a retro yet familiar feeling.
2) Horror Atmoshpere
Darkness, scary sounds and a monster that always fallows you will always keep you on your toes.
3) Puzzles and Challenges
One wrong choice and you end up dead, complete the puzzles as fast as possible if you want to keep your sanity.
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Very hard game yet is fun to play and the retro experience is also very nice.. In General:
This game was so poorly translated into English
Tons of Chinglish & funny stuff
I think CubeGame should simply hire me as their language advisor
Understandable server lags due to a small dev group
Fairly low system requirments
In person
Good game, lots of potentials.
JUST CANT STOP PLAYIN DIS SSHIT THO...
So much FUNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN
TROLLED HARD RIDING HORSES IN THE FINAL CIRCLE
TRIGGERED BY LOW HEALTH PEOPLE RUNNING AWAY
GET THE ♥♥♥♥OFF THE HORSE BRO AND FIGHT ME LIKE A MAN
In conclusion
Whoever give this game or this this review a tumb down or dislike, ur mom's a ♥♥♥♥♥!!!. euro truck simulator is love euro
truck simulator is lyfe ;DDDDDDD this game is the best ever. Absolutely beautiful little game. It shows us the wonderful
creatures that exist on our planet.. Pretty fun if you're looking for a quick fix of arcade racing/demolition/random zombie
slaying. Not an astounding game by any means, and it doesn't bring much new to the table, but it's pretty entertaining if you can
get it for pretty cheap.. I have not played a top down shooter as fun as this one in a long time.
Pros:
* Reasonable and fun dodging of enemies and bullets compared to some other shooters where the visuals or the enemies are so
overwhelming.
* Brilliant game mechanics. Switching between the two dimensions is brilliant and fun, but that's not the only nice game
mechanic in here.
* Local co-op.
* Nice visuals, and the performance was very solid at 60fps, though I'm running it on a powerful machine so I'm not sure if this
statement holds true on lower end machines.
* Gamepad (SteamController) worked well out of the box.
Platform specific pros:
* Runs well on Linux (nVidia with binary driver)
* Worked as expected in dual monitors setup.
Cons:
* The game could not remember my screen resolution settings and default to a low resolution setting, so I have to set it every
time I launch the game. Though that's not a big problem since changing the resolution was very fast.
* Pressing B on the controller in the menu doesn't work (doesn't take you to upper menu), so I have to use Esc on the keyboard
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instead.
UPDATE:
- The upper two issues mentioned in the cons section seems to have been fixed now (not sure if there was an update to the game
itself, or maybe some update to my system).
- Another con I would add now that I have finished the campaign is that the campaign is shorter than one would wish. That
doesn't change my overall review though. I hope they provide some more levels through a DLC or something.
Overall: Highly recommended if you like top down shooters.. I really wanted to like this game. However i felt that things
happened too rapidly with little time to actually manage my department. Instead of having units on patrols i was constantly
sending them back to HQ. Then deploying them individually to each event. The few units i did have on patrol would stay there
and would never respond to any calls. The game felt like it could be fun but it was just a bit too fast paced for me.. Truly an
amazing game. Me and my mam both really enjoyed this game. Got stuck a some points but managed. Thanks for an amazing
experience.
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I'm following the author on Twitter and I genuinely hope that they make more in the future because their writing is intoxicating.
They suggested that they're beginning to work on an outline for another one (yay!) and that they might update more on their
Twitter in the future. I'm literally beside myself. I really love this game!
PROS:
- Gender \/ Sexuality Diverse
- Option to have romantic relationships but avoid sex!
- Great Characters! Oriana
- Absorbing Story. \u2665
- Wonderful replayability!
- Good mystery \/ suspense
- Genuinely scary at times!
- Ability to be a jerk!
CONS:
- Some of the events seemed a little random
- Steamy scenes were very vague
- Couldn't figure out how to get all the achievements. It's hard to put into words how I feel exactly about Umineko. It's
very easy to say "I adored it", but that's too easy. "I'll never forget it", "It's inspiring", "One of the finest works of
fiction I've experienced", "Something no one should overlook" - So many things I can say, but nothing feels just right.
Umineko is a story about murder, love, mystery, tragedy, acceptance, and most importantly, magic. To quote another
review I read, "it taught me true magic".
I can't really give this a proper review, and honestly if you're looking at reviews for the Answer Arcs you've probably
already read the Question Arcs, so you'll get around to this eventually. This is more a letter of appreciation to the
people over at 07th Expansion.
Thank you for writing Umineko. I will always treasure this cat box.
Love you to bits, Battler and Beatrice. You deserve some rest.. Very unbecoming of a lady to say but....... i kinda sh*t
my pants......... this game sucks i keep getting noscoped by some hardscoper 0/5. Eh, I'm not impressed. If I want what
this game's offering, I'll play Carmageddon: Max Damage instead.. What a waste of 5 minutes.
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